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 More than 6,000 spoken languages that are 
used in the world.

 Mankind has a unique ability to learn more 
than one language
• This is thought to be mediated by functional 

changes in the brain (Halsband, 2006) 

Language



 Infants who are exposed to two languages 
from birth will become simultaneous bilinguals. 

 A person who is a simultaneous bilingual 
advances from speaking no languages at once.

 “Consecutive” bilingualism refers to the 
learning of one language after already knowing 
another. ( Ulrike, 2006).  

Different forms of Bilingualism 



 Switching and mixing (Frabbo, 2001). 
 Bilinguals switch and mix languages
 Monolinguals switch and mix registers(Paradis, 

1993, 1998). 

Bilingualism



 Language acquisition concerns the 
development of language in children, while 
second language acquisition focuses on 
language development in adults. 

Language Acquisition



 Central to successful cognitive control is the 
ability to suppress actions that are no longer 
relevant or required. 

 Second language tends to have a more diffuse 
representation in the left hemisphere than the 
mother tongue (Dehaene et al., 1997).

 The left supramarginal gyrus in the partial lobe 
controls switching form one language to 
another (Prie et al., 1999).  

Neuroscience 



o Do bilingual high school teenagers process 
sentences the same way as monolingual 
teenagers do?

o Do bilingual and monolingual high school 
teenagers understand the meaning of a 
sentence differently? 

Research Questions



 Electroencephalogram 
(EEG)

 An electroencephalogram 
(EEG) is a test that 
measures and records the 
electrical activity of the 
brain. 

Equipment



 Wernicke's area is the 
region of the brain that is 
important in language 
development. 

 The Wernicke's area is 
located on the temporal 
lobe on the left side of the 
brain and is responsible for 
the comprehension of 
speech (Broca's area is 
related to the production of 
speech).

Parts of the brain used for the study 

http://www.macalester.edu/psychology/whathap/diaries/diariess04/matt/la
nguagebrain.gif
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Results 
The graphs show that 
bilingual teenagers process 
incoherent stories, using all 
parts of their brain, 
differently than 
monolingual teenagers.  

NTSI symbolizes normal 
order of sentences in the 
story. 

RTSI is random order 
of sentences in the 
story. 

The “nonsense” 
(TKI_n_r and TT_n_r) 
was processed 
differently by the 
monolingual and 
bilingual teenagers. 



Monolingual Teenagers

RTSI signifies how the participants process the 
story in an incoherent order.
NTSI signifies how the participants process the 
story in coherent order. 

The “nonsense” was in between the 
incoherent and coherent sentences. 



Bilingual Teenagers

NTSI is a story in coherent order.

RTSI study shows the parts of the brain that 
do not process the incoherent sentences.

During the TKI_n_r and the TT_n_r the 
bilingual teenager had a hard time 
understanding the “nonsense” words such as 
“ki po ko pu ki”.



 Monolingual and bilingual high school teenagers 
process coherent sentences in a story similarly. 

 Bilingual teenagers take a longer time to 
understand what incoherent sentences mean in 
story. 

 Both bilingual and monolingual teenagers 
understand the meaning of sentences; however 
they differ if the sentences are coherent or 
incoherent order in a story. 

Conclusion
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